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ISSUES AND ANSWERS

DURING THE PERIOD OF APRIL1-JUNE 30, 2018 THE FOLLOWING ISSUES AND PROBLEMS

WERE AMONG THOSE ADDRESSED BY WSRV-FM:

HEALTH / SAFETY / CRIME
FAMILY / PARENTING / SELF-HELP / RELIGION

ART / ENTERTAINMENT / RECREATION / ENVIRONMENTAL
FINANCIAL / POVERTY / CHARITY
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WSRV-FM

ASCERTAINMENT STATEMENT

WSRV FM/97.1 The River develops on air programming to address issues of importance to Gainesville, Atlanta and 
surrounding communities.

WSRV-FM also produces four-thirty minute community affairs talk shows, which addresses a variety of topics and issues 
of concern including politics, education, health, business, lifestyle issues and civic and social issues. The River Current, 
The Heart of Atlanta, and Perspectives air every Sunday morning.

Issues on the program are ascertained through interviews with community leaders, including representatives of charitable 
and civic/social/civil rights organizations and others who make a difference in the communities in which we serve. WSRV-

FM also solicits community input via the website
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LIST OF PROGRAMS AIRTIMES LENGTH PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

. 

DR. JOE SHOW SUN 6:30 AM 30 MINUTES             LOCALLY PRODUCED PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
PROGRAM DEALING WITH LOCAL 
ISSUESOR TOPICS OF GENERAL
 INTEREST. 

PERSPECTIVES SUN  7:00AM 30 MINUTES LOCALLY PRODUCED PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
PROGRAM DEALING WITH LOCAL 
ISSUES OR TOPICS OF PARTICULAR 
MINORITY INTEREST. 
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2ND QTR COMMUNITY EVENTS

April 19 – station appearance at Alive in Roswell festival
April 28 – station appearance at Milton’s ‘Rock for the Rescues’ festival
April 29 – station appearance at Taste of Marietta

May 17 – station appearance at Alive in Roswell festival
May 26 – station appearance at ‘Boo at the Zoo’ at Zoo Atlanta

June 9 – station appearance at ‘Tunes from the Tombs’ at Oakland Cemetery
June 21 – station appearance at Alive in Roswell festival

ISSUE & DESCRIPTION
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DATE  TIME LENGTH
HEALTH / SAFETY / CRIME ISSUES

4/1/18 6:30AM 30MINS
DR. JOE SHOW:  The complementary immune system.  If the initial cell-mediated response is overwhelmed, the “complementary 
immune-system” (aka, the complement system) kicks in.  The complement system helps or “complements” the ability of antibodies 
and phagocytic cells to clear pathogens from your body.  This secondary system is comprised of approximately twenty-five proteins 
and enzymes that activate in a cascading sequence and end with what’s called the “membrane attack complex.”  As its name implies, 
the membrane attack complex attacks the cell walls of invaders – literally blowing holes in them.
The different proteins and enzymes of the complement system are generally synthesized by the liver.  When stimulated, the 
complement system cleaves to antibodies that have attached themselves to the surfaces of invading and/or mutant cells.  Once 
“cleaved,” they release cytokines, which initiate a cascade of further cleavages and further cytokine releases that.

4/8/18 6:30AM 30MINS
 DR. JOE SHOW: Making the transition to better nutrition.  Health conditions linked to nutrition:  1. Heart Disease  2. Cancer  3. 
Osteoporosis – bones & teeth  4. Obesity  5. Alzheimer’s Disease  6.  Diabetes  7.  High Blood Pressure  8. Allergies  9. Digestive 
Disorders  10.  Fatigue  11. Mental Illness – depression, mood swings, mental alertness, sleep disorders  12.  Skin conditions – 
wrinkles, pimples, blackheads, dry skin, etc.  13. Stress
Nutrition:  Everything a person ingests or digests.
You need to know where you are before you can determine where you need to be.

1. Identify your current eating habits.
2. Identify the eating habits you want to change.
3. Learn new ways to redirect your old habits.
4. Getting started on a healthier you!

 

HEALTH / SAFETY / CRIME ISSUES
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4/15/18 6:30AM 30MINS
DR. JOE SHOW: Is bread really the staff of life…or the stuff of disease? For most of us, there are few foods more comforting than 
bread. Fluffy biscuits, crusty baguettes, flaky croissants…even a simple slice of toast topped with melted butter can taste like 
heaven. And that smell…few scents are quite as pleasant as fresh bread baking in the oven.
But there is a lot of confusion as to where bread fits into a healthy diet. The Bible practically commands followers to eat it:  “Give 
us this day our daily bread…”  The government put it at the base of the food pyramid.  And for centuries, it has been called “the 
staff of life.” Of course, there are some who disagree…
Well-known cardiologist, Dr. William Davis, calls wheat “the perfect chronic poison.”
And for a poison, we sure eat lots of it…
The average American consumes 55 pounds of wheat flour every year, making refined flour the #1 source of calories in the 
American diet. So, what is the truth about bread and wheat? Is it the perfect poison…or an essential daily food?
Is “gluten-free” bread better for you than regular bread? And you can still eat bread…while maintaining a lean body and optimal 
health?

4/22/18 6:30AM 30MINS
DR. JOE SHOW: The food-hormone-emotion connection. Typical Romantic Dinner
Wine, steak, baked potato with butter and sour cream, cheesecake, bread and butter, coffee with sugar or artificial sweetener, after 
dinner smoke. Steak =Heavy protein = large consumption of energy; only 17% of the protein is useable, the rest is wasted
Sex is #1 consumer of energy, digestion is #2; more energy for digestion, less for romance
Meat will putrify in gut, releases marcarptan, cadavarines, endoles, skatoles, tomain, purtafane
Loaded with steroids, chemicals, hormones, antibiotics, pesticides, and herbicides. Saturated fats will clump RBC’s together, 
preventing blood from carrying oxygen. What are hydrogenated fats and where are they?
Rotting meat in gut will cause bad breath, Robs body of calcium, needed to relax and enjoy sex, Bloating and the “need to excuse 
yourself”. Wine Reduces body’s ability to produce testosterone. Relaxing, but decreases ability to sensual stimulus.Diuretic
Baked potato with sour cream and butter. Potato has complex carbs, good source of energy and precursor to serotonin
Butter and sour cream, fats that are the building blocks for estrogen, antagonist of testosterone
What is testosterone and who has it, and how can I get more? Exercise, seroids (the good and bad), good fats…more on this later
Fats clump red blood cells. Steroids, chemicals, hormones, antibiotics, pesticides and herbicides.

HEALTH / SAFETY / CRIME ISSUES:
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4/29/18 6:30AM 30MINS
DR. JOE SHOW: Who shouldn’t eat soy? How can soy foods have it both ways – pro-estrogenic effects in some organs 
(protecting bones and reducing hot flash symptoms), but anti-estrogenic effects in others (protecting against breast and 
endometrial cancer)? When the Women’s Health Initiative study found that menopausal women taking hormone replacement 
therapy suffered “higher rates of breast cancer, cardiovascular disease, and overall harm,” a call was made for a safer alternatives.  
Yes, estrogen has positive effects, the Women’s Health Initiative found – such as reducing menopausal symptoms and improving 
bone health, reducing hip fracture risk; but also negative effects – increasing risk of blood clots in the heart, brain, and lungs, as 
well as breast cancer. So, ideally, to get the best of both worlds, we’d need what’s called a selective estrogen receptor modulator, 
something that has pro-estrogenic effects in some tissues (like bone) but anti-estrogenic effects in other tissues (like the breast).  
Drug companies are trying to make them, but phytoestrogens – natural compounds in plants, like genistein in soybeans, that are 
structurally similar to estrogen – appear to function as natural selective estrogen receptor modulators.  How could something that 
looks like estrogen act as anti-estrogen?
The original theory for how soy phytoestrogens control breast cancer growth is that they compete with our own estrogens for 
binding to the estrogen receptor.  As you drip more and more soy compounds on breast cancer cells in a petri dish, less and less 
actual estrogen is able to bind to them.  So, the estrogen-blocking ability of phytoestrogens can help explain their anti-estrogenic 
effects.  But, how do we then explain their pro-estrogenic effects on other tissues, like bone?  How can soy have it both ways?
The mystery was solved when we discovered there are two types of estrogen receptors in the body.  And, so, how a target cell 
responds depends on which type of estrogen receptors they have.  This may be “the key to understanding the health-protective 
potential of soy phytoestrogens” the existence of this newly discovered estrogen receptor, named estrogen receptor beta, to 
distinguish it from the classic estrogen receptor alpha.

HEALTH / SAFETY / CRIME ISSUES:

5/6/18 6:30AM 30Mins
DR. JOE SHOW: Women’s health issues.  New birth control pill a disaster in the making.
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The older generation of birth control pills produced a number of health problems for the millions of women who took them for 
years, including increased rates of breast and uterine cancer, fibrocystic breast disease, and infertility.  Recently, the best and the 
brightest in the pharmaceutical industry have created a new pill, which will be an even greater disaster.

 
5/13/18 6:30AM 30Mins

DR. JOE SHOW: Brain neurotransmitters.  Neurons rely on chemicals called neurotransmitters to speak to each other.
Over 100 different variations of neurotransmitters have been identified that regulate:  Appetite, mood, mental function, sleep, 
memory, all of our body’s movement and chronic pain control.  OTC pharmacological therapy can be used to reduce chronic pain. 
100 billion cells in the brain and spinal cord.  The brain processes 100 trillion instructions every second.  These rapid-fire 
instructions are done through communication nerve cells called neurons.
At any given moment, the brain has 14 billion neurons firing at speeds of up to 450 miles per hour.  These neurons rely on 
chemicals called neurotransmitters to speak to each other. When adenosine binds to receptors:  neural activity slows, you feel 
sleepy, blood vessels dilates, to ensure good oxygenation during sleep.

 
 5/20/18 6:30AM 30Mins.

DR. JOE SHOW:  Brain neurotransmitters.  Raising dopamine pharmacogically.
The prescription medications modafinil and armodafinil are stimulant drugs marketed as “wakefulness promoting agents.”  These 
medications increase dopamine and norepinephrine levels. Serotonin:  Serotonin is a neurotransmitter that imparts a feeling of 
well-being and satiates our food appetite.  Women make about seven times less serotonin in their brains than men.  The female 
body has a lower percentage of muscle mass and therefore can make and store less serotonin than the male body.
Carbohydrates, especially sweets and white starches raise serotonin levels.

HEALTH / SAFETY / CRIME ISSUES:

5/27/18 6:30AM 30MINS
DR. JOE SHOW: Sperm killers.  From food packaging to the food itself, men are inundated with sperm-slaying chemicals.
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Sperm killers are everywhere.  They saturate you in the shower, seep into your skin in the checkout line, and even ooze into the 
convenience food you grab on the run.  No matter the point of entry, many everyday chemicals are zapping their sperm counts and 
even silently scrambling DNA sperm data for men all over the world.  Some cause sperm mobility problems, leaving your 
swimmers not swimming so well.
You might already know that narrow bike seats have been linked to erectile dysfunction, and maybe you’ve heard about the study 
connecting antidepressants to sperm DNA damage.  But other everyday habits are acting as sperm slayers, too.  Once you 
understand the scope of harmful products on the market, it’s easy to see why fertility clinics are packed with customers, both male 
and female.  The good news is these everyday toxins are easier to sidestep than you think.

6/3/18 6:30AM 30Mins.
DR. JOE SHOW: How alcohol changes your brain.  Many know that studies have suggested that alcohol in moderation may 
promote heart health, and even ward off diabetes and dementia.  But fewer people know that no study has ever proved a casual 
relationship between moderate drinking and lower risk of death, only that the two often go together.
In other words, it is just as likely that moderate drinking in just something healthy people tend to do, not something that makes 
people healthy.

 

HEALTH / SAFETY / CRIME ISSUES:

6/10/18  6:30AM 30Min.
DR JOE SHOW: Certain gut bacteria protect against food allergies.  Your body’s microbiome – colonies of various microbes that 
reside in your gut and elsewhere in and on your body – is as unique to you as your fingerprint.
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It varies from person to person based on factors such as diet, lifestyle, health history, geographic location, and even ancestry.  
Your microbiome is in fact one of the most complex ecosystems on the planet. In terms of ratios, your bacteria outnumber your 
body’s cells by 10 to 1, and viruses outnumber bacteria 10 to 1!  So not only is your body home of 100 trillion bacteria, you also 
house about one quadrillion viruses (bacteriophages). All of these organisms perform a multitude of functions in key biological 
systems, and need to be properly balanced and cared for in order to maintain good health.
For example, your guy bacteria influence your immune responses, nervous system functioning, and play a role in the development 
of any number of diseases, including food allergies.

6/17/18 6:30AM  30Min.
DR. JOE SHOW: Headaches:  natural ways to stop and prevent them.  Most us have, on occasion, suffered from a splitting 
headache the interfered with enjoying our day or doing our work.  However, while most headaches are easily controlled by taking 
an over-the-counter medication, some headaches go beyond being merely a painful nuisance.
Some headaches are absolutely agonizing and even dangerous – and a migraine headache is the most dangerous of them all.
How dangerous can a migraine be?
Recently, it was disclosed that people who late in life develop migraine headaches with an aura have a sixfold increased risk of 
having a stroke.  That is pretty frightening.
Ironically, even the experts estimate that 28 million Americans suffer from migraines, most of these headaches go undiagnosed 
because doctors do not know how to diagnose or treat them.

 

HEALTH / SAFETY / CRIME ISSUES:

6/24/18  6:30AM  30Min.
DR. JOE SHOW: Eat right for maximum health.  Kitchen spices fight aging.
Recent studies indicate that herbs and spices might give more than a boost to your taste buds.  Scientists at the University of Oslo 
in Norway have reason to believe that herbs and spices should be part of an antioxidant-rich diet.  Only 1 gram – about one-half 
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teaspoon – of cloves will supply the same antioxidant benefits as eating half a cup of blueberries or cranberries, known for their 
high level of antioxidants!  And just one tablespoon of fresh oregano packs as much antioxidant punch as an apple.
Both fresh and dried herbs and spices contain significant levels of antioxidants and are good sources to add to your diet.

6/24/18   7AM              30Mins
PERSPECTIVES: Tierney Bell, her mother Beverly Carraker and Life South – Living with Sickle Cell Disease 
Unfortunately for a variety of reasons, only 1% of African-Americans donate blood. Many myths need to be dispelled, but also people 
simply need to be asked. Same-race blood donations are the most effective in treating certain blood diseases/disorders like Sickle Cell. 
Children's Healthcare of Atlanta treats the most kids with Sickle Cell than any other hospital group in the entire country.  With the 
significant representation of African-Americans in Atlanta, and the needs of many of our children with Sickle Cell, we learn the story 
of Tierney Bell a young woman living with Sickle Cell disease.  LifeSouth Community Blood Donation Centers is the primary blood 
supplier to CHOA. 

ISSUE &  DESCRIPTION

DATE TIME LENGTH

FAMILY / PARENTING / SELF-HELP / RELIGION:

5/20/18 7AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Bone Health with Lanier Dabruzzi with the Dairy Alliance 
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52-percent of parents do not know that bone health as an adult can be linked to calcium intake as a child.  Especially during the 
summer months, when kids are not in school, children are at risk of not getting the recommended three dairy servings a day to 
maintain bone health. In addition to bone-building calcium, just one eight-ounce serving of milk has eight grams of high-quality 
protein, which helps to build and repair muscle tissue. In fact, one serving of milk provides calcium, riboflavin, phosphorus, vitamin 
B12, pantothenic acid, vitamin D, vitamin A, and niacin. 

6/3/18 7AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Dance Moving in the Spirit Founder Dana Lupton and fund-raising leader attorney Derin Dickerson 
Moving in the Spirit is an award-winning creative youth development program that uses dance to teach young people the social, 
emotional and cognitive skills they need to thrive. Through programs that integrate high-quality dance instruction with performance, 
leadership and mentor opportunities. Moving in the Spirit impacts 250 children and teens annually in Atlanta, GA, encouraging them 
to overcome the obstacles they face each day and realize their highest potential. Ultimately, students graduate from Moving in the 
Spirit as confident, resilient compassionate leaders, poised to succeed beyond the stage and make a difference in their own 
communities.
 

ISSUE & DESCRIPTION
DATE  TIME LENGTH

ART & ENTERTAINMNENT / RECREATION / ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES:

5/6/18                7AM       25:00
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PERSPECTIVES: Author Trudy Nan Boyce THE POLICEMAN’S DAUGHTER is by Atlanta cop-turned-novelist Trudy Nan Boyce 
is the third installment in the book series featuring Detective Sarah “Salt” Alt. The book takes readers back to the beginning of Salt’s 
career in the Atlanta Police Department’s homicide unit. Boyce vividly captures the toll that working such a beat takes as she fleshes 
out Salt, with her imperfections, humanity, and strong moral sense. A worthy addition to a gritty, compelling series.

                                        5/27/18  7AM        25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Rainbow Barris – author Keeping Up with the Johnsons: Bow’s Guide to Black-ish Parenting
Rainbow Edwards-Barris, wife of Black·ish creator Kenya Barris and the inspiration behind Tracee Ellis Ross' character on the show 
talks about her book penned from the perspective of "Bow Johnson." It has a lot of the humorous and tongue-in-cheek approach to 
parenting that Black·ish is known for. The first chapter tackles such a relatable topic - pooping in public - to show how imperfect 
parenting can often turn out perfect children. The book tackles relationships, work-life balance, and higher learning - along with some 
tougher parenting topics. We also talk about what it’s like to have actors portraying her real family life, why she wanted “Bow 
Johnson” to embody imperfection in a positive way, and how Black·ish matters more than ever to real life couples and families. 

                                        6/10/18 7AM        25:00
PERSPECTIVES: VISIBLE EMPIRE: Atlanta’s Orly Plane Crash in Paris as a novel with author Hannah Pittard
University of Kentucky English professor, Atlanta native, and author of four novels including REUNION, LISTEN TO ME, THE 
FATES WILL FIND THEIR WAY, and her new novel based on the disaster that transformed Atlanta, the Orly explosion. On June 3, 
1962, an Air France charter flight bound for New York City and then Atlanta, crashed upon takeoff from Paris's Orly Airport, with 
only two people surviving. Among the 120 passengers killed were influential civic leaders, philanthropists and arts patrons from 
Atlanta's wealthiest and most prestigious families returning from a three-week tour of Europe. Left behind are children, spouses, 
lovers, and friends faced with renegotiating their lives and coming to terms with the deaths of their loved ones. 

ART & ENTERTAINMNENT / RECREATION / ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES:

                                                                6/17/18 7AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Professor Michael Eric Dyson – author What Truth Sounds Like: Robert F. Kennedy, James Baldwin, and Our 
Unfinished Conversation About Race in America. This month marks 50 years since the assassination of Robert F. Kennedy. On June 
5, 1968, Kennedy was shot dead shortly after winning the California Democratic primary, a major boost in his campaign for the 
Democratic presidential nomination. His death came just two months after the assassination of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. and 
five years after the assassination of his own brother, President John F. Kennedy. We speak with Georgetown University professor 
Michael Eric Dyson about his new book that looks at Kennedy’s evolution on civil rights. 
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ISSUE & DESCRIPTION
DATE  TIME LENGTH

FINANCIAL / POVERTY / CHARITY ISSUES:

4/8/18 7AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Congressman David Scott, GA-13 and Annette Walker GA VA Hospital
Georgia’s top employers will be recruiting job seekers to fill over 4,000 openings and include: Aflac, Chime Solutions, Clayton 
County, DeKalb County Police, Fayette County Fire Department, FBI, FEMA, FedEx, Gate Gourmet, Georgia Department of 
Transportation, Georgia Power, Gordon Food Service, Lowe’s, Mack, II, MARTA, Medline Industries, RaceTrac, Regions Bank, Six 
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Flags Over Georgia, & more!  Congressman Scott’s Jobs Fair will also host the following federal and state agencies including U.S. 
Veterans Administration (VA) Atlanta Regional Benefits Office and Atlanta VA Medical Center to provide employment, health and 
benefits resources for veterans; U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) to host a Small Business Seminar “Entrepreneurship: The 
Job Alternative;” and HomeSafe Georgia to provide onsite counseling for struggling homeowners with underwater or delinquent 
mortgages and information about their principal reduction and mortgage reinstatement assistance.

   4/15/18 7AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Data Privacy – Diane Myer President and CEO of iCre8 Results
Facebook Founder Mark Zuckerberg found himself under the microscope in April – testifying before Congress about how his social 
media site may have been used to influence the 2016 election.  A British firm, Cambridge Analytica, is alleged to have scrubbed the 
profiles of millions of Facebook users to feed them information to influence voting decisions.  Diane Myer is an expert on data and 
data privacy and she explains what users should know when they agree to a social media site’s “terms of use.”

4/22/18 7AM   25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Cati Diamond Stone, Executive Director Komen Atlanta - On Saturday, May 5, 2018, Komen Atlanta will host the 
More than Pink Walk – a 2.2 mile walk to raise money for breast cancer research and breast cancer awareness.  Cati Diamond Stone, a 
9-year breast cancer survivor joins us to discuss the walk, services available to women in metro Atlanta and the fact that much of the 
money raised in Atlanta stays in Atlanta.  Komen changed the event in 2018 to a walk instead of a run to allow for greater 
participation and additional fund raising.

FINANCIAL / POVERTY / CHARITY ISSUES:

4/29/18 7AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Cameron Wade and representatives from the National Association of Letter Carriers; Atlanta City Council 
Representative Andre Dickens and Three guests for a one hour show this week; First the men and women who carry our mail join to 
talk up the annual campaign to “Stamp Out Hunger” with the National Association of Letter Carriers food drive on May 12.  Postal 
customers are asked to leave non-perishable food items at their mailboxes for the letter carriers to collect and sort.  Then we discuss 
the Atlanta Opportunities Hiring Fair on May 3. More than 78,000 disconnected young people between the ages of 18 and 24 are not 
working.  This job fair will feature more than 100 organizations, 25-plus services and chances for young people not only to find a job, 
but also to get a GED or to clear other barriers to employment.  Finally, we are joined by Atlanta City Council member Andre Dickens 
of TechBridge  to support the TechBridge Technology Career Program (TCP) in partnership with Goodwill of North Georgia because 
there is a gap between the thousands of entry-level technology jobs available in Atlanta and the thousands of high-potential young 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__techbridge.us16.list-2Dmanage.com_track_click-3Fu-3D051ecf394c7b6330197c9cb9b-26id-3D6f05760649-26e-3Dd6e0bdb134&d=DwMFaQ&c=QvQrCjPtO9cKGOfGYlNgXQ&r=d8-dMfkoWf9MqUDQy7SNcl8e6JjRAkm9Xe1GXz0aNno&m=5dOqi5aJP9sN0PTb7RpDcHIgTH0FIho04xTJuoaYtGM&s=DBo4qIGV-jMFxIKi2upetfw6T7CIsYBQvoNrH5ycCm4&e=
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adults stuck in survival mode due to the effects of poverty.  Currently we are training our first cohort of 25 students over 16 weeks in 
Atlanta’s Westside English Avenue Neighborhood. Along with key technical training to meet the demands of today's workplace 
(HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, Javascript, Git, Salesforce.com), TCP is also helping our students understand the soft skills.

            5/13/18   7AM  25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Business Diversity at Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport; Roosevelt Council and Program Director 
Valerie Nesbitt -The Airport Business Diversity office partners with the City of Atlanta’s Office of Contract Compliance to ensure 
that contracts issued on behalf of the Department of Aviation maximize opportunities for small, minority and women-owned firms to 
participate.  The Department lead the business engagement/recruitment and growth/development programs for the Department of 
Aviation by hosting networking events, providing training, technical assistance and workforce development.

6/4/17  7AM        25:00
PERSPECTIVES: IGY6 Service Dogs for Heroes with Ken Capello and Tiffany Hernandez Slater (board member)
IGY6 Service Dogs for Heroes was started by Ken Cappello in memory of Stephen Akin, an army veteran who lost his battle with 
PTSD before he was able to obtain a service dog.  Currently, it takes approximately two years and $36,000 to train a service dog.  
IGY6 Service Dogs for Heroes is designed to provide help faster to veterans who are suffering from PTSD.  At the same time, we’re 
saving loving dogs from being euthanized at local shelters. Ken's team rescues dogs from the shelters, prepares them for training in 
foster homes, and pairs them up with needy veterans.  Rather than wait two years for training, the veterans are able to train their own 
dogs at the IGY6 facility, providing them with much needed companionship and sense of purpose. 


